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OIGEST:

1. Protest concerning propriety of benchmark requirements,
filed more than 3 months after details of berazhmark re-
quirements were furnished 10 offerors, and schedule for
demonstration established, is untimely and will not be
considerud on merits.

2, Agency acted reasonably in excluding offeror from
competition for deficiencies in benchmark demonstration.
Protester's contention that deficiencies were trivial is
not sustained.

3. Record does not show that agency waived deficiency in
successful offeror's benchmark demonstration. More-
over, while agency may have waived benchmark require-
ments for third offeror, such action was not prejudicial
to protester since that firm was not the successful
offeror.

Interactive Data Corporation (IDC) protests the award of a
contract to Data Resou ces, Inc. (DRI) tinder Department of
the Treasury request for proposal (RFP) OAP-6246. Services
tn be provided are the maintenance of a 'comprehensive
economic data bank. "

Proposals were to be evaluated as follows:

"C. Award Criteria

Award will be granted to a qualified vendor
with the lowest overall cost to process
demonstration problems. The first step
in the evaluation process will be to
determine which proposals meet the
mandatory requirements, based on vendor
documentation. The second step will be
based on a demonstration to determine
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which proposals meet a selected set of
the mandatory requirements, based on
vendors ability to perform a demonstra-
tion. The demonstration will consist of
a 'User witnessed running of a group of
representative programs on a vendor's
proposed computer system to validate
hardware and software iii processing the
workload of the procuring activity in the
order and language in which the actual
workload is likely to be processed by the
user. ' The third step will be a cost
evaliation of the proposal, based on the
demonstration.

NOTE- A vendor who does not meet the
total qualifications of step one, as judged
by the Treasury Evaluation Committee
(TEC) will nut proceed to Step Two or
Step Three. A vendor who does not
meet the total qualifications of Step
Two as judged by the TEC, will not pro-
ceed to step three.

C.I Relative importance c factors:
Step one above - Primary
Step two above - Secondary
Step three above - Tertiary

Of the four firms whose written technical proposals were
deemed acceptable pursuant to "step one" above, two firms,
including the protester, were disqualified from participating
in "step three" for failure to pass the benchmnrk requirements.

IDC's benchmark failure was based on its "Box-Jenkins"
computer program's failure to calculate confidence limits as
well as its failure to provide the "Durbin-H" regression
analysis statistic.
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As explained by Treasury:

"The Box-Jenkins is a highly complex statis-
tiealL f.-ecasting technique. Its purpose is
two-Nid: It indicates the single most probable
answer to a problem based on the data furnished
and it giv's a numerical range over which the
answer might vary. The latter is called the
confidence limit and allowti the data user to
conclude how much confidence he should place
on the correctness of the single most probable
answer. Without provision for this 'alcu]ation,
no determination as to reliability can be made
(an omission which is clearly critical). "

IDC complains that the Treasury added "requirements to
the Solicitation through the benchmark" (including the failed
p-rtions of the demonstration) and that the three weeks between
the issuance of the benchmark and the actual deinonctration
was insufficient notice to enable IDC to fully comply; that iEs
admitted failure to include the confidence limit as a standard
part co its Box-Jenkins program, as well as the omission of
the Durbin-H regression analysis, required only trivial
effort to cc rrect. IDC also complains that its proposal was
evaluated differently from other offerors because Treasury
"was willing to waive [benchmark] deficiencies of other
vendors but not those of IDC.

A. Benchmark Requirements

The RFP was issued on September 9, 1976, with proposals
due on September 30, 1976. The RFP required the Box-Jenkins
software program in a general way, i. e., "Perform a broad
range of * *forecasting methods and statistical methods, in-
elud.ing * * Box-Jenkins A ; I. " The "Durbin-H" statistic
does not appear to have been specifically mentioned in the RFP.

Detailed benchmark requirements were furnished to the
offerors in January 1977, with demonstrations scheduled to
commence approximately 2 weeks thereafter; however, the
demonstration schedule Iwas subsequently extended for one
additional weck. It is not disputed that the detailed benchmark
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included the requirements which IDC failed to demonstrate at
its benchmark test, and that IDC did not object to or question
the detailed benchmark at the time it was issued or during
the demonstiation held in January 1977. In addition, there
is no indication in the record that IDC considered the 3-weeks
time available for preparation of the benchmark demonstration
as inadequate, since it did not request any additional time for
preparation.

GAO Bid Protest Procedures require that a bid protest
be filed not later than 10 days after the basis for the protest
is known or should have been known. 4 C. F. R. 20. 2 (b)
(2). This protest was fil-d on April 29, 1977, more tnan
3 months aiter the detailed benchmark was furnished to IDC,
and consequently its protest regarding the propriety of the
benchmark and the inadequacy of the time allowed for
preparation of demonstration is untimely, and will not be
considered on the merits.

B. Benchmark Test Deficiencies

IDC's benchmark deficiencies are characterized by Treasury
as serious and not trivial as suggested by the protester.

"The main point here * * is that Interactive Data
was not disqualified because of the lack of some
trivial capabilities. "be two omissions were
serious, they were totally absent as opposed to
being present but net working properly; and the
correction of these deficiencies were not judged
to be minor. "

Treasury claims that the programming necessary to provide
the Durbin-If statistic could probably be completed in a week if
the same person who developed the existing software for similar
statistics were available, or 1 month or longer if that person
were not available. Similarly, Treasury claims the programming
effort ior the Box-Jenkins confidence limit could take a month
or more depending on the personnel available to the offe :or for
that effort.
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Treasury's estimate in this regard may be somewhat
overstated, particularly in view of the 3-week time period
initially available to prepare the total demonstration.
Nonetheless, we are unable to conclude that the agency
acted unreasonably in excluding IDC from the competition
for failure to successfully complete the benchmark
demonstration. We will not regard an agency's technical
evaluation as unreasonable merely because there is
substantial disagreement between the contracting agency
and the offeror. For a technical evaluation to be deemed
unreasonable, it must clearly appear from the record
that there is no rational basis for that evaluation. Joanell
Laboratories, Incorporated, 56 Comp. Gen. (1977), 77-1TCPD
51. He-re the benchmark was conducted in accordance with
stated requirements which were not questioned by the protester
when issued, and we are not prepared to conclude that the pro-
testpr's deficiencies were trivial.

Contrasted with the IDC deficiencie. vs are those of DRI
and Cyphernetics which, IDC notes, were waived by the
agency.

IDC notes that section 1.1 of the benchmark required
'reproduction of a line plot with floating bars, " and that
DRI's benchmark did not provide the "floating bars. " The
agency characterized the DR. failure to reproduce "floating
bars" as a trivial deficiency.

Section 1.1. entitled "Graphics Demonstration" requires
offerors to "[r]eproduce the attached three graphs, reason-
ably approximating the scale, characters and other
markings r - *. B

In our view, section 1. 1, supra is not a requirement that
the graphs be reproduced at thWebehchmark demonstration in
every pairticular detail of those attached to the benchmark
specification. What is required, in our opinira.i, is a reason-
able approximation of the markings on the sample graphs.
Therefore, we do not agree with IDC that Treasury waived a
benchmark requirement for DRL
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IDC also claims that the failure of Cyphernetic's routine
for Cochrane-Orcutt auto-correlation adjustment procedure
to converge to a solution was waived by the Treasury, thus
further demonstrating IDC's unequal treatment in the bench-
mark test.

Although it may be that Cyphernetics should not have been
permitted to continue to "step three" because of its bench-
mark deficiency, permitting that firm to remain in the compe-
tition was not prejudicial to IDC, since Cyphernetics was not
the successful offeror. The exclusion of Cyphernetics from
further participation would not have changed the final result--
award to DRI. Compu-Serv, B-186164, May 9, 1977, 77-1 CPD
327.

The protest is denied.

Deputy Comptroller General
of the United States
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